
HELENA RASIOWA, 1917 - 1994byW. Bartol, E. Or lowska, A. Skowron1. Elements of a biographyHelena Rasiowa, mathematician and logician, passed away on August9, 1994. Her inuence on the shape of mathematical logic can hardly beoverestimated.She was born in Vienna on June 20, 1917 to very patriotic Polish par-ents. As soon as Poland had regained its independence in 1918 after morethan a century of partitioned stateless existence, the whole family settled inWarsaw. Helena's father was a high-class railway specialist; his knowledgeand experience in the �eld led him to assume very important positions inthe railway administration. The girl, her parents' only child, has had goodconditions to grow up physically and mentally. And, indeed, she exhibitedmany di�erent skills and interests, varying from music, which she was learn-ing at a music school paralelly to her normal studies in a secondary school,to business management, which she studied for more than a semester aftercompleting her secondary education. But �nally the most important of herinterests, as the future was to prove, took the lead.In 1938 the time was not very propicious for entering a university. Evenif not many in Europe were convinced that war was inevitable, the nextyear was to prove how mistaken those of the majority were. Rasiowa had tointerrupt her studies, for no legal education was possible in Poland after 1939.Many people ed the country or at least they ed the big towns, more subjectto German bombardments and terror. So did the Ras family, also because ofthe fact that most high-ranked administration o�cials and members of thegovernment were being evacuated towards Romania. The Ras's spent a yearin Lvov. After Soviet invasion in September 1939 the town was taken over bythe Soviet Union. The life of many Poles became endangered, so eventuallythe father decided to return to Warsaw.Life was very restricted in Poland during the Nazi occupation. Neverthe-less, there were enough courageous people to organize an underground life,1



not only for armed conspiracy against the Nazis, but also for the developmentof all the areas of a nation's life which are vital for its survival, education and,in particular, higher education among them. Thus Helena Rasiowa followedher studies in mathematics, risking her life, as did everybody who dared toconspire during that dark period.Polish mathematics acquired particular strength in the pre-war years,mainly after the emergence of the Polish School of Mathematics in 1921.The names of Stefan Mazurkiewicz and Waclaw Sierpi�nski, who were inWarsaw, or those of Stefan Banach and Hugo Steinhaus, who were in Lvov,were well known to mathematicians all over the world. One of the brancheswhich became important at that time besides functional analysis, set theoryand topology, was logic, with researchers such as Jan  Lukasiewicz, Stanis lawLe�sniewski, Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz, Alfred Tarski and others.Rasiowa became strongly inuenced by Polish logicians. Still in conspi-racy, she wrote her Master's thesis under the supervision of Jan  Lukasiewiczand Boles law Soboci�nski. History, however, turned against her once more. In1944 the Warsaw Uprisal broke out and in consequence Warsaw was almostcompletely destroyed, not only because of warfare, but also because of thesystematic destruction which followed the uprisal after it had been squasheddown, Rasiowa's thesis has burned together with the whole house. She herselfhas survived with her mother in a cellar covered by ruins of the demolishedbuilding.After the war Polish mathematics, as all other areas of life, began torecover its institutions, its moods and its people. Many have been killed,many have died, many have left the country, but those who remained consid-ered their duty the reconstruction of Polish science and universities. One ofthe important conditions for this reconstruction was to gather all those whocould participate in recreating mathematics. Rasiowa had in the meantimeaccepted a teacher's position in a secondary school. That is where she wasdiscovered by Andrzej Mostowski and brought back to the University. Sherewrote her Master's thesis in 1945 and in the next year she started her aca-demic career as an assistant at the University of Warsaw, the institution sheremained linked with for the rest of her life.At this University she prepared and defended her Ph.D. thesis in 1950(under the guidance of Prof. Andrzej Mostowski). The title of the thesiswas Algebraic treatment of the functional calculi of Lewis and Heyting and itpointed to the main �eld of her future research: algebraic methods in logic.2



In 1956 she made her second academic degree (equivalent to habilitationtoday) in the Institute of Mathematics of the Polish Academy of Sciences,where between 1954 and 1957 she held a post of Associate Professor jointlywith an analogous position at the University, becoming Professor in 1957 andsubsequently Full Professor in 1967. For the degree she submitted two pa-pers: Algebraic models of axiomatic theories and Constructive theories, whichtogether formed a thesis named Algebraic models of elementary theories andtheir applications.Her interests were not limited to pure research. Always ready to co-operate with others and aware of the importance of a strong mathematicalcommunity, she participated in many forms of this community's activities.Since 1964 and till her retirement in 1993 she headed the section of Foun-dations of Mathematics and later of Mathematical Logic after its creationin 1970. For more than 15 years she was Dean of the Faculty of Mathema-tics, Computer Science and Mechanics (1958-1960, 1962-1966, 1968-1978).Strongly attached to the Polish Mathematical Society, she was its Secretary(1955-1957) and then Vice-President (1958-1959); in the Warsaw division ofthe Society she was elected President twice (1957-1959 and 1963-1965). Inthe Association for Symbolic Logic she was Council member (1958-1960) andmember of the Executive Committee for European A�airs (1972-1977). Shealso was Alternate Assessor (1972-1975) and Assessor (1975-1979) in the Di-vision of Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science of the InternationalUnion of History and Philosophy of Sciences. On the other hand, she con-tributed to the development of mathematics in Poland as a member of theCommittee on Mathematics of the Polish Academy of Sciences since 1961till her very last days and as a member and for 20 years Chairperson of theGroup on Education and Research in Mathematics of the Ministry of Scienceand Higher Education. Since 1972 she was in the Scienti�c Council of theInstitute of Computer Science of the Polish Academy of Sciences, guiding itsworks as Chairperson in 1972-1983. Last but not least, in the recent yearsshe greatly contributed to the foundation of the Polish Society of Logic andPhilosophy of Science.No description of Rasiowa's activities would be complete without a men-tion of her deep involvement in the development of research journals she wasrelated to. The most cherished by her, Fundamenta Informaticae, hasbeen established in 1977 mostly due to her e�orts and Helena Rasiowa was itsEditor-in-Chief until her death. Even when her illness began to took the top3



of her she never ceased to control the preparation of the consecutive issues ofthe journal. In particular, she acted as Editor of a special anniversary issuecommemorating the publication of the 20th volume of FI in 1994. Moreover,making once more proof of her inexhaustible energy, she was an active Col-lecting Editor with Studia Logica (since 1974) and Associate Editor withthe Journal of Approximate Reasoning since 1986.Professor Rasiowa educated generations of students and researchers; inparticular, she had supervised over 20 Ph.D theses. Her lectures were knownall over the world. She had been visiting professor at 14 universities, rangingfrom Bahia Blanca in Argentina to Moscow in the Soviet Union, passingthrough Campinas in Brasil, UNAM in Mexico, Rome in Italy and OxfordUniversity in England. In the USA she was hosted by universities such asPrinceton, University of Chicago, University of California at Berkeley andthe University of North Carolina at Charlotte. Moreover, she gave invitedlectures at 46 universities and research establishments abroad, in some ofthem more than once.She contributed to mathematical literature with three important booksand more than 100 publications. The topics covered by her work include prooftheory and deductive logic, algebraic methods in logic and algebras relatedto logics, classical and non-classical logics, algorithmic and approximationlogics, arti�cial intelligence. She worked on a new monograph till her verylast days. The intended title was Algebraic Analysis of Non-Classical FirstOrder Logics.
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2. Algebraic LogicThe study of the relationship between logic and algebra, originated by thework of George Boole and continued by A.Lindenbaum, A.Tarski, M.H.Stone,R.McKinsey, A.Mostowski and L.Henkin - to mention only a few - was themain research subject of Helena Rasiowa. One of the crucial moments in thedevelopment of algebraic study of logic was the introduction of Lindenbaum'sand Tarski's method for treating equivalence classes of formulas as elementsof an abstract algebraic system. This provided a link between theories basedon classical logic and Boolean algebras. An analogous correspondence be-tween intuitionistic logic and pseudo-complemented lattices was establishedby Stone and Tarski, while the application of algebraic methods to modallogics was originated by McKinsey and Tarski (1944 - 1948). Another im-portant idea leading to the emergence of the �eld of algebraic logic was thetreatment of formulas as algebraic functions in certain algebras, initiated by Lukasiewicz and Post with their generalization of truth tables.Helena Rasiowa became very active in these areas in the early �fties. Herresearch work on algebraic logic was aimed at �nding a precise description forthe mathematical structure of formalised logical systems. Her early paperscontain several examples of algebras associated with logical systems as wellas algebraic proofs of some of their properties. Jointly with Roman Sikorskishe presented the �rst algebraic proof of the G�odel completeness theoremfor classical predicate logic ([4]). Next, she algebraically proved analogoustheorems for intuitionistic and modal logics ([5]). In the papers [9, 13, 14,16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] she turned to other nonclassical logics, applyingwith success the algebraic tools she had developed. All these investigationsled her to a synthesis of the results hitherto obtained; she developed a generalframework for an algebraic presentation of propositional and �rst order logics.In particular, she established elegant formal techniques for associating classesof algebras with logical systems and for providing their algebraic semantics.In the following we shall briey outline the basic elements of her method foran algebraization of logics.Rasiowa's �rst monograph The Mathematics of Metamathematics ([31])written jointly with R.Sikorski, contains a comprehensive survey of algebraictheories of logical calculi. Algebraization is applied to classical, intuitionistic,modal and positive logics. The book focuses on metalogical theorems onthe predicate calculi of these logics and on an investigation of elementary5



theories based on them. The main idea underlying the concept of associatingalgebraic systems with logical calculi is the following: Let L be a �rst orderlanguage such that V is its set of individual variables, _;^;! are the binarypropositional connectives of L, : is a unary propositional connective and9; 8 are the quanti�ers of L: Let (A;[;\;!;�;S;T) be a complete algebrasuch that [;\;! are binary operations, � is a unary operation and S andT are in�nitary operations the common domain of which is the class of allnonempty subsets of A: By a realization of the language L in a nonemptyset J and in the algebra A we mean any mapping R which assigns a functionfR : JV �! J to each function symbol f of L and a function PR : JV �! Ato any predicate symbol P of L: The realization R is then extended to allthe terms and all the formulas of L: Let v 2 JV be a valuation of individualvariables in a set J: Then we de�ne:xR(v) = v(x) for any individual variable x;f(t1; : : : ; tm)R(v) = fR(t1R(v); : : : ; tmR(v));P (t1; : : : ; tn)R(v) = PR(t1R(v); : : : ; tnR(v));(F _G)R(v) = FR(v) [GR(v);(F ^G)R(v) = FR(v) \GR(v);(F ! G)R(v) = FR(v) ! GR(v);(:F )R(v) = �FR(v);(9xF )R(v) = SfFR(vj) : j 2 Jg; where vj 2 JV and vj(x) = j;vj(y) = v(y) for all y 6= x;(8xF )R(v) = TfFR(vj) : j 2 Jg; where vj 2 JV is as above.The algebraic semantics of the classical predicate logic is determined by theclass of realizations of the language L in Boolean algebras. We say that aformula is true in a realization R whenever FR(v) = 1 for every valuation v;where 1 is the unit element of the underlying Boolean algebra. A formula Fis valid in the classical predicate logic if and only if F is true in all realizationsin any Boolean algebra. Similarly, the semantics of intuitionistic logic is givenby realizations in Heyting algebras, positive �rst order logic is associated with6



realizations in the class of relatively pseduocomplemented lattices. Modallogic, also considered in the book, is semantically determined by the class ofrealizations in what is known as topological Boolean algebras, i.e. Booleanalgebras endowed with a unary operation behaving like an interior operator.In the next monograph An Algebraic Approach to Non-classical Logics([49]) Helena Rasiowa develops a general algebraization theory for propo-sitional logical systems. Within the framework of this theory she presentsalgebraizations of a number of non-classical logics such as: classical andpositive implicative logics, logics weaker than positive implicative logic, min-imal logic, positive logic with semi-negation, constructive logic with strongnegation and many-valued Post logics. The fundamental idea behind alge-braization is the following: Let S = (L;C) be a propositional logic, where Lis a propositional language that includes implication as a binary connectiveand C is a consequence operation determined by the axioms and inferencerules. As usual, for a set X of formulas we denote by C(X) the least set offormulas which contains the axioms and the set X and is closed with respectto the inference rules. In particular, C(;) is the set of all the theorems ofS: An algebra associated with S is any algebra of a type similar to that ofthe algebra of formulas of S and endowed with a distinguished element 1.Elements of such an algebra are interpreted as truth values, whereas 1 repre-sents the value true. Let V be the set of propositional variables of L: By avaluation in an algebra A associated with S we mean any mapping v 2 AV :Every formula F of the language L induces a mapping FA : AV �! A de�nedas follows:pA(v) = v(p) for any propositional variable p,(#F )A(v) = #(FA(v)) for every unary propositional connective # of L;(F#G)A(v) = FA(v)#GA(v) for every binary connective # of L;A formula F is said to be true in A if and only if FA(v) = 1 for every v 2 AV :Any propositional logic S determines thus a class of S-algebras, wherean S-algebra is an algebra A associated with S such that for every formulaF 2 C(;) we have FA(v) = 1 for every v 2 AV : The completeness theoremstates that if S is consistent, then the set C(;) is equal to the set of allformulas which are true in each S-algebra.Helena Rasiowa paid very much attention to many-valued Post logics.She introduced several generalizations of the standard m-valued Post logics;7



she considered the propositional and predicate versions of !+-valued Postlogics and used them in her reasoning on programs. The following sectiondescribes some of these applications in more detail.3. Mathematical Foundations of Computer ScienceHelena Rasiowa has greatly contributed to the development of researchin Poland on applications of logical methods in the foundations of computerscience. She was one of the �rst to realize the great importance of mathe-matical logic for computer science - and at the same time she clearly saw thesigni�cance of computer science for the development of logic itself. In thelast 20 years of her scienti�c activity she focused her e�orts on the realizationof this main idea through papers, seminars and research projects. Many ofher students and collaborators who attended her lectures or seminars, thosewho wrote their PhD theses under her supervision, are now continuing thework she initiated. There remains no doubt today that she was right in theappreciation of the signi�cance of the �eld. Among the authors of importantresearch results on logical and algebraic methods in computer science thenames of her students can be found quite often. Moreover, some of theseimportant results have appeared in a journal which would not have existedwithout her dedication and to which she had been Editor-in-Chief for manyyears, i.e. Fundamenta Informaticae.The form of this short article makes di�cult a complete presentation ofher achievements in the �eld of applications of logical and algebraic methodsin computer science. She is the author of more then 30 papers, two lecturenotes ([63], [72]) and an un�nished monograph in which she relates algebraicmethods of non-classical logics with applications in the foundations of com-puter science. She was able to write eight chapters before she was taken tohospital.Her contribution to theoretical computer science stems from her convic-tion that there are deep relations between methods of algebra and logic onone side and essential problems of foundations of computer science on theother. Among these problems she clearly distinguished inference methodscharacteristic of computer science and its applications. This conviction ofhers had been supported by her results on many-valued and nonclassical log-ics, especially on applications of various generalizations of Post algebras to8



logics of programs and approximation logics.Her investigations on logic and algebraic methods in computer science canbe divided into two main streams. The �rst includes many-valued algorithmiclogics and their applications to investigation of programs ([42-44], [51], [53-64], [69-72]), while the second is concerned with approximation logics in theirrelation with generalizations of Post algebras ([73-97]).In a series of papers on algorithmic logic Rasiowa presents the resultsof her research on generalizations of classical algorithmic logic introducedby A.Salwicki to complex algorithms, which include programs with stacksor coroutines, programs with recursive coroutines, as well as procedures andrecursive procedures. In these papers she makes intensive use of Post alge-bras of order !+; which she introduced and studied in several publications,some of them written jointly with George Epstein. Rasiowa was particularlyinterested in axiomatizations of algorithmic logics corresponding to di�erentclasses of programs and this problem is represented in her papers belongingto this stream of research. The lecture notes [72], based on her lectures at theIstituto per le Aplicazioni del Calcolo, reect her search for a homogeneousapproach to a wide class of logics of complex programs, an approach whichwould be general enough to yield known logics as particular cases. The �rstlecture notes ([63]), formed by lectures delivered at Simon Fraser University,correspond to the same point of view.In 1984 Helena Rasiowa initiated intensive investigations on methods ofinference under incomplete information, which she called approximate rea-soning. At present approximation logics have become one of the centraltopics of research in arti�cial intelligence and among the algebraic tools usedin this research an important role is assigned to those created and devel-opped by Rasiowa. They include generalizations of Post algebras, amongthem semi-Post algebras ([84]) and the so-called plain semi-Post algebras([89]), which served as a basis for the construction of logics of approximatereasoning. During this period Rasiowa has worked with several mathemati-cians like George Epstein (University of Charlotte, North Carolina), WiktorMarek (State University of Kentucky), Nguyen Cat-Ho (Vietnam) or AndrzejSkowron (Warsaw University).The papers [73-97] correspond to the period between 1984 and 1994 .In [74] �rst order approximation logics are constructed. They are based onapproximation operators in the sense of Z.Pawlak, which are applied to setsand relations de�ned by �rst order formulas. In [75] these logics have been9



extended to the case of a chain of equivalnce relations which determine lowerand upper approximations.The paper [84] introduces a generalization of Post algebras, called semi-Post lattices (algebras). The primitive Post constants are elements of a posetrather than of a chain, complete lattice or connected semilattice as it hadbeen usual in generalized Post algebras (e.g. in papers by Dwinger, Traczyk,Speed, Rasiowa, Cat-Ho). Several characterizations of sublattices of a reductof a semi-Post algebra which are semi-Post subalgebras are given, as well asdi�erent characterizations of semi-Post homomorphisms. These make use ofa theorem stating that every semi-Post algebra is a semi-Post product ofgeneralized Post algebras in the sense of Cat-Ho.In [82] Rasiowa presents an algebraic approach to approximate reasoning,based on modi�ed information systems of Dana Scott. Semi-Post algebrasbuilt over Scott's information systems are used as tools for an analysis of theproperties of approximate reasonings.Approximate reasonings are also treated in [76], [77], where they are basedon a decreasing sequence of equivalence relations, which de�ne a sequenceof closure operators. The main result consists in a characterization of thosesets X, which are intersections of the family of all closures.In [83] methods of approximate reasoning related to a selection strategyare studied. Here again semi-Post algerbas are used as a tool for investi-gations. The properties of approximate deductions are expressed in a �rstorder logic introduced in the paper. Its semantics is de�ned via semi-Postalgebras and a representation theorem.The paper [86] deals with approximation logics of di�erent types T , whereT is a well-founded poset. Such logics have been introduced by Rasiowa in[83] and they stem from the idea that a set of objects to be recognized ina process of approximate reasoning is approximated by a family of coveringsets and by their intersection and it relies on the notion of rough sets inthe sense of Z. Pawlak. The approach is axiomatic; a completeness theoremis proved algebraically, using plain semi-Post algebras. Such algebras have�rst appeared in literature in [89]. Their importance within the class of allsemi-Post algebras is due to their simplicity and strong analogies with Postalgebras, but also due to their importance in the investigation of approxi-mation logics. The main result of the paper refers to the representability ofthese algebras. Every element is uniquely represented in a normal form.In [88] an epistemic logic is designed, which formalizes approximating10



reasonings performed by groups of agents who perceive reality via perceptionoperators, which are their individual attributes, and knowledge operators,which are attributes of subsets of agents when arriving at a consensus. It isassumed that the set of agents is a poset T = (T;�) ordered with respectto the sharpness of perception and the ability to distinguish objects. Anaxiomatization of the introduced logic is given and a completeness theoremis proved together with several other metalogical theorems. This logic isfree of the paradoxes which appear in other epistemic logics. The researchintiated in [88] has been continued in [92] and [93].The problem of axiomatizing fuzzy sets is one of the most interesting andtopical problems in the theory of these sets. In [94] Rasiowa introduces thenotion of an LT -fuzzy set, which is a modi�cation of L-fuzzy sets in the senseof Goguen (1967). This new approach has been based on the theory of semi-Post algebras, which made possible the development of an axiomatic theoryof algebras of LT -sets ([94]) and a representation theorem. LT -fuzzy sets areendowed with a rich structure and the classical fuzzy sets of L.Zadeh (1965)appear here as a particular case. The results show numerous advantagesof this approach; in particular, it leads to a solution of the axiomatizationproblem for LT -fuzzy sets. The papers [94-97] introduce and develop thenew approach to fuzzy and rough sets, based on semi-Post algebras. LT -fuzzy logics formalize approximate reasonings applied to notions which arenot totally determined.In [90] a theory of algebras of order ! + !� is developed and applied toa construction of an approximation logic. Post algebras of order ! + !� areparticularly interesting because of the fact that in spite of their in�nite orderthey preserve more analogies with Post algebras of �nite orders than anyother known generalization of the latter algebras. Besides, they have provedvery useful in applications to approximation logics of in�nite type, allowingboth lower and upper approximations of sets being recognized. The theoryof Post algebras of order !+!� contains a set representation theorem and isused to formulate a complete axiomatization of a �rst order approximationlogic.These brief examples of Rasiowa's research results on approximation log-ics illustrate the variety and wealth of her investigations, on the other - theyexhibit the relation between the important topics of today's computer sci-ence and the algebraic methods which she constantly developed for the sakeof investigations in logic. 11



Till the very last moments of Professor Rasiowa's life we admired heryouthful enthusiasm towards research, her valuable and original results andher ability to justly appreciate the perspectives of newly arising researchdirections. It is not easy to accept that we shall have to proceed with ourwork without her.
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